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The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute (IEICI)
The Israel Export and International Cooperation Institute is your premier gateway for doing business
with Israeli companies. Established and funded by the government and the private sector, IEICI’s
expertise in technology and product scouting, joint ventures and strategic alliances with Israeli
companies spans more than half a century. Whatever your field is, IEICI offers access to relevant
businesses and government resources. IEICI will provide the information you need to connect,
negotiate and do business all over the world.

Digital Media Technologies Sector
IEICI is committed to advancing the Israeli digital media industry by bringing together Israeli companies
and leading companies from around the world. They are active in retail and e-commerce, broadcasting,
sport tech, travel and hospitality tech, ad tech and consumer electronics. The Israeli Sport Tech
ecosystem is growing and rapidly becoming one of the hottest hubs for sport technologies, with over
150 startups operating across the board from Media,Fans & Broadcasting to Activity, Games & e-Sport.
These companies are leveraging Israeli´s expertise in deep-tech like the use of computer vision for
social platforms or the application of artificial intelligence for performance enhance.

Noa Avrahami ■ Manager, Digital Media Technologies
T +972 3 514 2862 ■ M +972 54 546 2523
noa@export.gov.il ■ www.export.gov.il

Foreign Trade Administration
The Israel Economic Mission is a division of the Ministry of Economy of Israel. In this capacity, the IEM
oversees the business development of Israeli startups and assists with partnerships, financing, and
introductions. The Israel Economic Mission has 43 offices around the world focusing on these business
development and trade initiatives

Israeli Economic & Trade Mission to the Munich, Germany
The Economic & Trade Mission in the Munich is the representative of the Israeli Ministry of Economy
and Industry. Their primary mission is the promotion of business relations between Israel and Germany,
facilitating trade, economic cooperation, investments and R&D collaboration. The team is located in
Munich, assists Israeli and Germany companies and organizations, in opening doors, matchmaking and
providing market information to facilitate successful long term relationships.

■ Doron Hemo ■ Head of Economic & Trade Mission
■ T + 49 89 54 34 86 514 ■ M +49 1515 8855064
■ Doron.Hemo@israeltrade.gov.il ■ www.israeltrade.de
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www.arti.tv

Arti is frictionless AR: making video irresistible by magically embedding
the virtual into the real
Category
> AR/VR
> Gaming & eSports
> Video & Media

Solution at a Glance
Arti aims to lead the next video revolution, by introducing frictionless AR. Our lives are a mix of online and physical presence. Everything is happening fast and in real-time, without clear boundaries
between the virtual and the real. Arti brings content to the next
level by seamlessly embedding the virtual into the real, using an
intuitive, real-time AR content-creation experience.
Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
"With Arti’s intuitive UI, anyone can add, create or import 2D &
3D content and add it to their video in a matter of seconds. Arti
is a cloud-based solution, which significantly increases your
opportunities to tell engaging stories using AR and data without
any upfront investment in expensive hardware and software. For
the first time since the introduction of AR, you can use it anywhere:
live events, studio, on location and everywhere. All you need is
a reasonable internet connection (Less than 5mb upload and 20
download), a camera, your laptop and a story."
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www.emaze.com

Emaze helps sports clubs to convert their social media followers into direct
relationships
Category
> Gaming & eSport
> Video & Media
> Sponsorship
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Solution at a Glance
The way fans consume and engage with sports has changed. In
today’s increasingly fragmented digital world, sports organizations should check the way they capture their fans’ attention, offer
fans digital tools to express their feelings and make them feel as
part of the BIG Family..
Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
Automaze, our AI engine, can automatically generate millions of
custom websites for your fans with your branding and give you
a platform to engage and monetize your fans directly without the
strict guidelines of social media.
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www.endor.com
www.minute.ly

Minute’s smart AI technology increases video revenue and engagement while
enhancing user-experience
Category
> Gaming & eSports
> Sponsorship
> Video & Media

Solution at a Glance
As pioneers in the field of deep video understanding, we’ve
created a groundbreaking video technology that analyzes video
streams, directly, from pre-existing online content. Our clients
and partners trust us to transform their websites into dynamic
content experiences that are highly engaging, intuitive and create
efficiently diversified revenue streams. There are two pain-points
that sports publishers are all too familiar dealing with. The first, is
how to achieve a better return on investment on video content.
The second is how to create a better user experience that drives
a higher video consumption. Minute's solution replaces static
thumbnails with smart video previews. Placing these smart video
previews on your desktop, mobile, OTT, social and/or search,
entices your viewer creating curiosity and the urge to watch the
video. Using smart video previews increases video consumption
by an average of 47%. Dually, Minute’s “Top Videos” provides end
users with the day's top stories in 1 minute, and helps publishers
to reach 100% relevant video coverage across their digital assets
leading to an additional revenue stream for our clients.
Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
1. AI-Patented Technology - algorithms, crowdsourced data
2. Live Stream - our competition, as of today, doesn’t have this
capability
3. Search and Social integrations: our products appear right on
Google search, the fruit of a unique cooperation between Minute.
ly, Google and major sports organizations (MLB, NFL, NASCAR, etc...)
Minute utilizes a proprietary series of algorithms which analyze
both the content and the engagement of a video. The algorithms
were developed over a period of time, during which Minute.ly
gathered unique data on how audiences engaged with video;
data revealing insights into human behavioral psychology which
Minute.ly has used as the foundation of its platform. "
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www.picogp.com

Our SaaS platform turns engaged, anonymous online fans into identifiable customer
profiles to support your true business objectives.
Category
> Smart Stadium
> Sponsorship
> Video & Media

Solution at a Glance
"Pico is solving one of the sports industry's biggest problems:
unidentifiable fans. Fans are very emotional about their team and
want to have a ""seat at the table"". Teams are leveraging this to
generate great engagement with these fans.
The problem is that most of this engagement is on their digital
channels, and digital engagement creates anonymous fans.
In fact, in most cases, a team would have only 2%-10% of their
fans data in their own platforms, and 90%-98% of their fans
would remain unidentifiable - which means the team don't know
much about them besides the fact that they engaged with the
team's content.
Our SaaS platform turns engaged, anonymous online fans into
identifiable customer profiles to support true business objectives.
We drive conversion from existing digital channels and increase
revenue with enhanced sponsorships, tickets and merchandise
sales. We work with tier-1 professional teams from the
Bundesliga, NBA, NFL, NHL alongside minor leagues teams from US,
Canada, Europe and Israel. Thanks to our structured, actionable
datasets, we are a leading data provider, with outstanding
conversion results."
Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
We are the only tool that doesn't require fans to change anything
in their behaviour, download an app or login to any website.
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playermaker.com

Connecting footwear to athletes

Category
> Performance
Enhancement
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Solution at a Glance
A performance inelegance platform based on motion sensor that
mounted to players boots
Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
• Holistic solution to track and monitor - Technical, Tactical,
Physical and Biomechanical performance
• Plug & Play, immediate data after every session, not required
infrastructure or any insulation
• High level of accuracy
• Actionable insights for player development, coaching
enhancement and technical load management
• Video integration - allow immediate and automated video
tagging
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www.promots.tv

Combining creativity, content and technology know-how, to provide innovative
storytelling solutions for broadcasters worldwide.
Category
> AR/VR
> Video & Media

Solution at a Glance
Promotheus offers unmatched expertise and a unique approach
for on-air graphics solutions including AR, VR, real-time gfx and
channel branding. Using our in-house team of creative directors,
designers, 3D artists, and developers we deliver bespoke
solutions for a compelling viewing experience that will make your
viewers more engaged than ever.
Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
"Promotheus brings to the table a unique combination of skills
in creative, content creation and technology. The solutions we
develop are built by TV professionals for TV professionals. We
use the latest technology and most creative minds to provide our
customers with the most effective solutions to create innovative
and compelling viewing experiences.
Working with broadcasters and media companies across
continents and market segments, we are well acquainted with our
clients’ business needs and offer solutions that help them control
production costs while staying competitive and up-to-date with
the latest trends. "
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www.roundu.co

Digital golf Course. Automatically provide highlights video with all golfer shots for
learning and sharing.

Category
> AR/VR
> Smart Stadium
> Video & Media

Solution at a Glance
We use artificial intelligence and machine learning technology to
monitor and record all action on the course. Our patent pending,
advanced software, uses bullet cameras to find out the golfer,
calculate his precise position and steer PTZ cameras on him,
recognize shot stance and record shot video from different
angles.
Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
We are looking to bring technology into the game, meet the needs
of the millennial golf player. Our technology will help young people
to learn the game secrets and start to enjoy much faster. The
system will offer personalized tips for all level golfers. It allows
memorizing excite moments and share them on social media.
Today people live through their digital devices, and all aspects of
life are on-line. The revenue streams are multiple: subscriptions,
teaching, advertisements, betting, and more. We are offering
automated production and broadcasting services for professional
and armatures events by a significant reduction of production
costs.
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www.texel.live

Personalized viewing experience at scale

Category
> Video & Media
> AR/VR
> Gaming & eSports

Solution at a Glance
Personalized TV (or mobile) viewing experience at scale,
combining multiple streams, data and social media. Each viewer
gets a unique TV screen view customized to personal choices of
friends remotely watching together, access to multiple camera
angles, selection of favorite commentators and more. Offered as
a Cloud service to content owners and content providers.
Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
Enable cloud-based customization of TV screen to include multiple
concurrent feeds based on each viewer choice
Integrate friends/family into TV broadcast to enable a social
experience from any location. Requires synchronization across
network and data sources to assure all viewers are getting the
video at exact same mili-second
Encoding at the cloud/edge that enable mass customization of
content and instant reaction time
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www.wsc-sports.com

Personalized sports highlights for every fan on any digital platform – automatically, in
real-time and on the largest scale.

Category
> Video & Media

Solution at a Glance
WSC Sports' platform generates personalized sports videos for
every digital platform and every sports fan - automatically and in
real-time.
Currently being used by leading media rights owners such as
Turner, NBA, MLS, FIBA, Bundesliga, PGA Tour, Cricket Australia and
others, WSC Sports’ platform utilizes advanced AI and Machine
Learning technologies to analyze live sports broadcasts, identify
each event that occurs in the game, create customized short-form
video content and publish to any digital destination. This enables
partners to instantly generate and distribute professionally
edited personalized clips and videos on a large scale, to engage
audiences and maximize video monetization opportunities.
Unique Selling Points and Differentiators
WSC’s platform detects and analyzes specific plays and actions
of a sporting event using various algorithms for video and sound
analysis as well as image recognition. For example, it can detect
various actions such as a pitch of a golf club hitting a ball, or an
event like a goal or corner kick. The platform can then create video
highlights based on a predefined set of ‘rules’ by any imaginable
parameter.
Contextual graphic packaging, adjustments for different social
media ratios, and numerous integrations enabling instant
publication to any digital destination are all done automatically
and in real-time.
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Come and meet us at the Israel Pavilion

2020 NAB SHOW
Las Vegas Convention Center
April 182020 ,22North hall, Booth Number: N3724
For further information:
yarinz@export.gov.il
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financial or otherwise, caused by the information herein.
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